REQUESTS APPLICATIONS FOR:

EQUIPMENT OPERATOR II

TWILLINGATE ISLAND ELEMENTARY

Competition # 2017-459C-SS

Requirements:

Applicants must possess a valid Class 2 driver’s license with an air brake endorsement. Experience as a bus driver and completion of safety course is desirable but not a requirement.

Type of Position: Unionized, Permanent

# of Hours: 5.0 hrs/day during the school year

Salary: As per the Collective Agreement (CG-23)

Deadline for applications: 12:00 noon, Wednesday, July 19, 2017

Internal staff may forward a written letter or internal application form from the website indicating competition number to:

Human Resources Division – Central Regional Office
203 Elizabeth Drive  Gander, NL A1V 1H6
Fax: (709) 651-3044  or
Email: hrcentral@nlesd.ca

NLES is an equal opportunity employer